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The following statement is from Dave Plemmons, Chairman, MRL State and Federal PACs:

Being pro-life in Missouri or anywhere in the United States right now is a challenging battle. Tuesday’s election results are a clear sign that there is an active liberal agenda to take over Missouri. This liberal agenda was clearly seen in the monies that came in from outside of Missouri to support liberal candidates and the Medicaid Expansion. Pro-abortion Democrat liberals are being ousted by “extreme liberal” pro-abortion democrats. And, these outside forces are coming after conservative Republicans in the general election.

Missouri Right to Life PACs supported conservative Republicans over other Republicans in some of the primary races. While we had great success in the majority of our endorsed races, there were a few disappointments. We are sorry to have to say good-bye to pro-life warriors that fought hard during their time in office to protect women and save babies.

We also were disappointed by passage of Amendment 2 and saddened by the new threats to innocent human life.

We now move forward to the November general election. Our PACs are reviewing all primary election results and preparing to release general election endorsements. In the coming months, Missouri Right to Life PACs will work towards victory for President Trump, Governor Parson and other conservative candidates in our statewide, and House and Senate races.

We congratulate all those pro-life candidates who won their races and we begin preparations for the fight of a lifetime as we move to November elections. We must continue to fight to give unborn babies a chance to live! Your vote in November will be the voice for the unborn!